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Enjoy the first 5 books of the Food Truck Mysteries series in this discounted bundle.All
STANDALONE, FULL LENGTH books!MURDER TO GODespite the sudden loss of her aunt,
Maeve Kinkaid is thrilled when she inherits the popular food truck Dogs on the Roll. She has no idea
how cutthroat the food industry can be. She meets a Basque chef whose interest in her is
overshadowed by his desire to possess the food truck, which he insists Maeveâ€™s aunt promised
to leave to him. And when the owner of a rival food truck is decapitated and served up like a
gruesome new dish, Maeve becomes embroiled in a mystery that may cost her the food truck, the
chef, and her life. MURDER IN THE SPOTLIGHTWhen food truck owner Maeve Kinkaid and her
chef, Land Mendoza, sign up to participate in a food truck reality show, they get more than they
bargained for. Itâ€™s bad enough that the producers try to force a romance between them, but then
the competition gets vicious when a prankster starts playing tricks on the contestants.
LEFTOVERSFood truck owner Maeve Kinkaid canâ€™t stop thinking about the unresolved murder
of Linda Zoz. Maeve scrambles to unwrap some clues, but what she finds is a lack of witnesses and
a pile of corpses. She has to get to the bottom of this hotpot of mystery before she becomes the
next victim in a devilish conspiracy. THE REAL GYROWhen a new food truck opens near Dogs on
the Roll, Maeve is worried about the effect itâ€™ll have on her business. She wishes the owner
would just go away, but that doesnâ€™t mean sheâ€™s happy when theyâ€™re found murdered in
their locked truck. DEAD GIVEAWAYWhen Maeve moves into a new apartment, sheâ€™s startled
to find a chest freezer waiting for her. What she finds inside chills her to the bone. And her blood
runs cold when she learns that the previous tenant in her apartment disappeared without a trace.
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Book 1:this is a quick read about a young woman who inherits her aunt's food truck. once she gets
there all these murders start happening other food truck owners start to die and she is attacked and
shot at several times. However the police still believed she could be the culprit since she stood so
much to gain. cute little murder mystery not a whole lot of detail, I hope the rest of the books are
continuations so we can find out what happens next.Book 2:This is a quick read that contains the
same characters as the first book. In this installment we follow the duo on their mission for money,
fame and a second food truck by signing up for a reality tv show. But they get the surprise of their
life when people start dying and sabotages begin. I find this series adorable, you know they are
going to solve anything that comes their way, your just along for the entertainment.Book 3:this is the
3rd installment in the series, they do need to be read in order for complete understanding since the
stories continue on the same plot line. A food truck owner decides to investigate murders going on
around her. needless to say her investigative skills pay off. the stories are cute, while unrealistic.
entertaining murder mysteries.Book 4:This is the fourth book in the series, they do need to be read
in order for complete understanding. This series is about different murders that occur in and around
our lead's food truck. The stories are entertaining and will keep you guessing on who will be next to
die, and be guilty of murder. I do struggle with her helping the police and getting in the way of every
crime scene, but that is a book for you!

3-4 stars overall. The books get progressively betterBOOK 1: Murder to Go (Food Truck Mysteries
#1)Maeve Kinkaid recently graduated from business school, but the economy leaves her living with
her parents with no real career leads. An unexpected inheritance from her aunt brings her life into
focus, and she moves out on her own to operate said inheritance: a food truck. Land is a Basque
chef who was working the truck with Kinkaid's aunt. He's a talented chef with a head for
business...but he needs the job for his green card situation. Plus, there's something mysterious
going on with him.Kinkaid finds herself in the midst of killings that seem to relate to the food truck

she inherited, which was involved in a crime. After being shot at herself, Kinkaid knows she's on the
trail of something.All in all, this could be a good series. I thought the food truck angle would be
refreshing. The editing was awful; short as it was, the book was riddled with incomplete words,
spelling errors, etc. The main characters (I imagine the detective and Land will be back for book 2?)
need something...Kinkaid seems to just flit around like a teenager, and Land and the detective try
much too hard to be mysterious...at least from Kinkaid's perspective.Book 2: Murder in the Spotlight
(Food Truck Mysteries #2)Thought the compilation bundle might have meant some editing was
done, but alas...just starting book 2, and there are incomplete words...we'll see if it's pervasive.
**done with Book 2, and unfortunately, the errors continued.Food truck owner Maeve Kinkaid and
her chef, Land Mendoza, enter a food truck competition, and it's reality TV as you'd expect...plus
some murder! Someone is messing with the contestants, and Maeve instinctively tries to find out
who's behind it.
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